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Swimming pool underlay has all the advantages 
you would expect when carpeting your own 
home. In other words, it offers the difference 
between hard concrete or a soft cushion. 
Swimming pool underlay will protect your pool 
liner from uneven screed and will also insulate 
your pool from underground heat loss.

Bull nosed, naturally coloured reconstituted 
edging stones to surround your swimming pool 
just perfectly. The larger 12” coping completes 
your pool installation to give it that 
professional finishing touch. Alternative 
finished edging stones in natural stone are also 
available.

For the ultimate luxury in night-time bathing 
indoors or outdoors, why not illuminate your 
pool with our range of underwater lights to 
create an extra special atmosphere. 
Alternatively, why not add fibre optic lighting 
to enhance your swimming pool environment.

Fibre optics offer simple installation and 
multiple lighting from one source. All aspects of 
lighting, architecture, landscapes, pools and 
spas can benefit from the enhanced appearance 
and performance of fibre optic lighting.
Fibre Optic lighting is a highly energy efficient 
and cost effective alternative to traditional 
lighting as it uses only one light source for 
multiple points of lights, the cables emit no 
heat and no ultra-violet radiation. They are 
clear, flexible, resistant to cold and virtually 
unbreakable.
To create a stunning affect for a pool, combine 
an underwater perimeter lighting system with 
an oasis waterfall. The six-colour choices can 
either be set on one colour, or cycle through 
each colour at a chosen speed plus a remote 
control is available for effortless operation.
The illumination system is suitable for both new 
and existing pools and will transform the water 
to an extraordinary dimension. 
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This cover consists of taut PVC slats which float 
on the water. The Roldeck is opened or closed 
automatically, the slats are coiled off onto a 
concealed stainless steel spindle driven by an 
electric motor.

These beautiful Roman End steps offer a 
practical alternative to traditional pool steps. 
They not only enhance the appearance of your 
pool but offer easy access to the pool for both 
adults and children.
They are now available as either traditional 
Roman End, square step, or corner step units.

If you take your swimming seriously and you 
want your pool to be more exciting and 
invigorating, then fit a counter-current system. 
A counter-current ensures that your exercise 
will be more physically challenging with this 
stimulating system. The current is so strong that 
you can swim in one direction without even 
turning and offers the perfect solution for those 
smaller pools, it also gives you a hydrotherapy 
massage to refresh you from top to toe.

A safety cover is considered the number one 
safety feature you can have on your pool. 
Coverstar systems provide safety and peace of 
mind. They seal the entrance to the pool with 
reinforced fabrics and extensively tested 
automatic mechanisms.

Roldeck Safety Cover

Coverstar - Automatic Safety Cover Pool Steps

Counter Current System
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Draineasy offers an effective way of draining 
excess water from around your swimming pool, 
spa and shower area. It’s modular sections make 
it relatively easy to install and simple to clean 
with it’s clever removable lid.

High levels of humidity which left unchallenged 
can be a major problem in an indoor pool 
environment. Dehumidifiers will minimise the 
need for costly air extraction. They will 
recirculate the pool hall air whilst 
simultaneously removing the moisture and 
delivering warm, dry air back into your pool 
hall.

Dri-Dek is the perfect solution for showers, 
steam rooms, dressing rooms, locker rooms, or 
any place that gets wet. Why? because Dri-
Dek’s textured surface not only drains water - 
it’s patented design lifts you above wet floors 
too.

For further information and advice on an 
indoor pool project, please do not hesitate to 
contact us on: Freephone 0800 0268415

Control of an indoor pool environment can 
require several different functions which are 
inter-related. Pool hall heating, humidity 
control, pool water heating, energy recovery 
and maintenance of pool air quality, all play a 
vital role. A Variheat offers the ideal solution by 
controlling all of these factors in one purpose 
built system.
Note: A primary heat source is required for this 
unit.
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